
Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
Android  5.1  Double  Din
Autoradio  GPS  DVD  Player--
RQ0264

Husband is happy with this purchase!!!

My husband bought this android 5.1 autoradio gps dvd for his
Nissan Versa. It was a perfect fit for his car. This is his
first Android head unit, and this andorid 5.1 car stereo works
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better than the windows based unit that he had before. App’s
are easier to use; easy to download. This double din head unit
has wifi and allows him to connect to our home wifi for
downloading and updating. Installation was straight forward.
The instructions were clean in the book that came with it. He
had no difficulty putting this in his car at all. You will
need to have the correct wiring harness in your car in order
to put this android car dvd player into your car. It has
excellent sound quality, both from the radio and the SD card
music. It plays video as well. There were no problems noted in
the video. The only problem in the sound area in there is a
differential  between  the  volume  of  the  radio  and  digital
music. The touch screen works well and is very responsive. The
back-up camera works well also. He likes the fact that it
mutes the music when you are backing up so as to not have
distractions. The GPS works very well and uses Google maps.
The unit has logo for many automobile manufacturers that you
can choose from as a startup screen. This gives it a touch of
class.  My  husband  is  very  pleased  with  this  purchase.  I
received this at a discount in exchange for an honest review.

–by LLA

I am very happy with this radio in my motorhome. 

I had to purchase a bracket mount and enlarge the opening. I
also used a wiring harness adapter rather than cutting and
splicing existing wires. Existing speaker cables plugged in
without modification.

I quickly filled the internal storage with apps and associated
data. Thankfully, I was able to find an app that extends to
the SD card. (I don’t have the app name handy right now.) The
touch screen reacts quickly, however, a little slower after
extending internal storage to the SD card. I plan to move more
frequently-used apps back.

The navigation app is OK if you need to be offline while
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traveling, but i prefer the Google Nav integration with my
other devices and Waze announcements of hazards and such. The
AM/FM radio receiver is not good, but I don’t listen to those
frequencies that much. Extremely easy to root, just enter the
special admin password and root access persists through power
cycle.

–by R&R

Pumpkin 2016 Olympic Games Promotion:

Pumpkin US site:  share 5% off on all android car dvd and
wince car gps dvd palyer with coupon code “android5%” and
“wince5%”.
Pumpkin UK site:  share £10 off on all autoradio gps dvd
players,no coupon code required.
Pumpkin  German  site:   share  5%  off  on  all  autoradio  mit
navi,no coupon code required,from August 6th to August. 22nd.
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